Purchasing terms and conditions

1. The goods’ name, types, quality, specification, quantity and delivery date etc. must be accordance with the purchase order. The packaging and transportation method shall be suitable for the product. Where any inconsistency occurs, our company is entitled to reject the goods and your company shall compensate all the losses and damages to our company if any.

2. The delivery date shall be strictly observed. In case that the delivery is delayed, your company shall pay the penalties calculated at the rate of 0.2% of the amount of delayed goods per day and compensate the losses suffered by our company. If the delay exceeds more than 5 days, our company is entitled to terminate the contract and claim the losses if any.

3. Please confirm the purchase order and feedback within two working days, or else, it will be deemed as accepted. All relative records of orders shall be accord with our company’s.

4. Other things not mentioned hereof should be according to Chinese relative laws and regulations.

5. Both parties agree that the faxed or scanned files or e-mails are all formal and effective texts.